Lucky sevens. There's a pair of them in the secret number.

Unlucky thirteen is in the number also.

The secret number has only four digits.

Are you thinking that the secret number is 1,377?

If so, you're incorrect.
Don't guess 7,713 either because that would also be wrong.

The secret number is...

7,137
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Lucky sevens. There's a pair of them in the secret number.

Unlucky thirteen is in the number also.

The secret number has only four digits.

Are you thinking that the secret number is 1,377? If so, you're incorrect.

Don't guess 7,713 either because that would also be wrong.

Okay Sherlock Holmes, it's time to tell me the number.
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Number Detective

Name: ______________________

Monday’s Guess: _____________

Tuesday’s Guess: _____________

Wednesday’s Guess: __________

Thursday’s Guess: ____________

Friday’s Guess: ______________

Answer

Number Detective

Name: ______________________

Monday’s Guess: _____________

Tuesday’s Guess: _____________

Wednesday’s Guess: __________

Thursday’s Guess: ____________

Friday’s Guess: ______________
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